Introduction
Esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) is the most common histological subtype of esophageal cancer in the west. There has been an almost 6-fold increase in its incidence over the last three and a half decades in Europe and North America [1] . Up to 50% of patients with symptomatic presentation have incurable disease requiring palliative measures [2] . The 5-year survival rate remains poor at less than 20% in cases diagnosed after onset of symptoms [3] . On the other hand, cases diagnosed with early asymptomatic cancers have a substantially better than 5-year survival rate of greater than 80% [4, 5] . Barrett's esophagus (BE) is the only known precursor for EAC [6] [7] [8] , but the majority of cases remain undiagnosed in the community [9] , and 90% of patients with EAC do not have a previous diagnosis of BE, despite its presence at the time of surgery [6] . These and other data have provided an incentive to develop strategies for early detection of BE/EAC followed by curative therapy as a possible approach to reducing the incidence and mortality of this lethal cancer.
There is now renewed interest in this field following recent reports on the feasibility and safety of novel nonendoscopic (sponge based) [10, 11••] and endoscopic unsedated, portable, and transnasal [12, 13, 14 ••] techniques for BE screening in the community. Moreover, guidelines from gastroenterology societies from the USA and the UK have provided more support to screening individuals for BE and EAC, particularly those with "multiple" risk factors, such as male sex, age 50 years or older, chronic reflux symptoms, central obesity, and a family history of EAC or BE [15] [16] [17] [18] . However, the number of risk factors which may trigger a decision to screen and the tools to screen with remain unclear.
The aims of this review are to summarize (1) the evidence for and challenges to screening, (2) advances in available tools for screening, (3) progress in identification of a target population for screening, and (3) ongoing challenges and areas for future research.
Rationale and challenges for screening
Less than 10% of EACs in patients with BE are diagnosed during surveillance [19] ; hence, the impact of surveillance on survival from EAC remains doubtful [20] . Moreover, the overall survival of patients with nondysplastic BE appears to be similar to age-and gender-matched individuals with no BE [9] . In fact, only 7% of BE "surveillance" patient population die of EAC and the majority die from cardiovascular and pulmonary disease [21] . It is important to emphasize that while surveillance is aimed at detecting "incidental" cases of dysplasia and early cancer, screening is aimed at detecting the "prevalent" cases. For instance, the annual incidence of EAC in non-dysplastic BE were as low as 0.12% in one study [8] ; however, in the same study, approximately 66.5% of EACs occurred within a year from the initial endoscopic diagnosis of BE [8] , suggesting a high rate of prevalent and missed cancers. Those cases are usually excluded from analysis when reporting cancer incidence but may reflect the yield from a screening procedure [22] .
Several studies have suggested that a prior diagnosis of BE, gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), or a prior endoscopy before the diagnosis of EAC is associated with early-stage EAC an improved survival [23, 24] . While lead time and length time bias may exist, these data suggest that early detection may reduce mortality from EAC, in line with results from other studies reporting substantially improved survival rates of subjects with early-stage (T1a and T1b) EAC compared to those with more advanced disease [4, 25, 26] .
As a result, clinicians are faced with the challenge of a continuing rise in the incidence of a lethal cancer frequently diagnosed at a late stage, in the face of surveillance programs that target a population of low-risk BE and seem to have minimal impact on overall survival.
It remains plausible that current strategies are not identifying a majority of subjects with prevalent BE in the community, leading to limiting clinical attention (by surveillance) to the minority of clinically diagnosed BE in the population. Despite the significant increase in the use of endoscopy, it is estimated that only one third of patients with BE in the population are clinically diagnosed, while the remainder are undiagnosed [9] . Indeed, more than 90% of patients who present with EAC do not have a previous diagnosis of BE [6] , an indication of the underlying challenge.
Until recently, minimally invasive cost-effective therapies (to both prevent progression of dysplasia to EAC and treat early EAC) other than esophagectomy were lacking. Endoscopic mucosal resection and ablation have now become the standard treatments for dysplastic BE; hence, this has put further impetus to develop and study techniques which can detect precursors to EAC in an acceptable, accurate, and cost-effective manner [27, 28] . In order to establish a strategy of population screening for BE, several hurdles have to be overcome, namely (1) the lack of an acceptable, accurate, and cost-effective tool for screening; (2) the lack of a wellcharacterized screening population; (3) the potential downstream costs of performing universal surveillance on screen-detected BE patients as currently recommended (regardless of an individual's risk of progression to EAC); and (4) lack of prospective randomized trial evidence that screening will lead to improved outcomes. In order to evaluate the latter, the former three hurdles need to be addressed. In the next few sections, we will review some recent advances, which may partially mitigate and address some of these limitations.
Recent developments: how to screen?
Sedated endoscopy may not be a cost-effective tool for BE population screening [29] due to both direct (sedation, monitoring, staff, recovery) and indirect (time off work and reduced productivity) costs. Other considerations include the need for an endoscopy suite, the small but significant risk of complications from conscious sedation and the procedure itself. Screening tests should ideally be simple, safe to perform, and acceptable to the population [30] . As a result, several alternatives to sedated endoscopy have been evaluated.
Non-endoscopic techniques

Cell-sampling devices
Initial prototypes yielded limited success. A cytology balloon collected samples following swallowing and withdrawal of a 30-mm balloon with a mesh cover. When compared with standard endoscopy and brush cytology, adequate samples were obtained in only 83% of patients with the former compared to 97% with the latter. Sensitivity of the balloon cytology for HGD and EAC was 80% but only 25% for LGD [31] . A non-endoscopic flexible mesh balloon catheter was also evaluated, but adequate specimens were obtained in only 73% of patients. The sensitivity of identifying goblet cells was 87.5% [32] . These techniques were limited by the inadequacy of sampling and poor accuracy.
Over the last decade, a novel cell collection device coupled with a biomarker was developed by researchers at Cambridge University [10] . The Cytosponge is a gelatin capsule attached to a string. Once swallowed, the capsule dissolves in the stomach and releases a mildly abrasive reticulated foam sphere (approximately 30 mm in diameter) which can be pulled orally, with the attached string to collect cytology specimens from the esophagus. The samples are then analyzed for the presence of Trefoil Factor 3 (TFF3), a biomarker of specialized columnar epithelium. This device has been evaluated in two large studies so far with promising results [10, 11••] . In one large primary care study, patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) symptoms were invited to undergo the capsule sponge test in the primary care office followed by endoscopy with biopsies at the hospital. Five hundred four patients (18%) agreed to take part. The capsule sponge test was technically successful in 99% of patients and was well tolerated. The sensitivity and specificity of the test for the detection of BE (circumferential length ≥ 1 cm) was 73.3 and 93.8%, respectively [10] . The second study was a case-control study of 463 controls with dyspepsia and 647 BE cases [11••] . The overall sensitivity in this population was 79.9% for circumferential BE ≥ 1 cm. This strategy has been found to be cost-effective in two economic modeling studies [29, 33] . A similar approach with a slightly smaller 25-mm sponge (EsophaCap, CapNostics, NJ, USA) combined with a panel of two methylated DNA markers has been reported to be highly accurate (with sensitivity and specificity of 100% and area under the curve of 1.0) in the detection of BE in a smaller pilot study conducted in the USA [34] .
While this approach is very promising with regard to applicability for community use, acceptability to patients, and safety, it is a non-endoscopic technique, needing a confirmatory endoscopy with biopsies. Moreover, further evaluation of this approach to detect prevalent dysplasia and early EAC (an important aim of a BE screening program) is needed and ongoing.
Circulating and exhaled molecular markers
A non-invasive screening test in the form of blood, breath, saliva, or other samples is a very attractive prospect for screening in view of safety, applicability for use in primary care, and no need for skilled operators to perform the test.
Circulating microRNAs (miRNAs) are~21-25 nucleotides in length, stable, and can be detected in plasma. They regulate several cellular processes, and dysregulation in their function is associated with the pathogenesis of many diseases including cancer. A recent systematic review identified five miRNA biomarkers with the potential for diagnosing BE [35] . A subsequent pilot study reported a significant increase in two miRNAs (miR-194-5p and miR-451) and a decrease in one (miR136) in BE patients compared to controls [36] . The latter three were combined with another three miRNAs in a larger validation study, and the authors reported that a panel combination of four of these miRNAs was the most accurate in differentiating BE (41 patients) from healthy controls (15 patients) with a sensitivity and specificity of 78.4% (95% CI, 61.8-90.2%) and 85.7% (95% CI, 57.2-98.2%), respectively [36] . However, the controls in this study had no reflux symptoms so the changes in miRNA levels could be due to GERD rather than BE. Salivary miRNAs have also been studies with promising results [37] . Further validation of these findings in larger cohorts is required.
Biomarker detection in breath is another attractive tool for screening but studies are limited. One study identified distinct exhaled breath volatile organic compound (VOC) profiles that can distinguish patients with esophageal and gastric adenocarcinoma from non-cancer controls [38] . A proof-of-concept study evaluated 122 patients with and without BE using the commercially available portable e-nose device (Aeonose, The eNose Company, Zutphen, Netherlands). VOC profiles were introduced into an artificial neural network in a supervised fashion to identify data classifiers to discriminate differences in subjects stratified by the presence or absence of BE by biopsies. The sensitivity, specificity, and area under the curve for the detection of BE was 82, 80, and 0.79, respectively [39] . The investigators postulated that the VOC differences detected may reflect metabolic activity of the BE mucosa itself or may be that of permissive microbiota in the upper gastrointestinal tract.
Imaging-based techniques
Esophageal capsule endoscopy (ECE) allows visualization of the esophagus but does not have the capability of biopsy sampling. While initial studies reported good accuracy for ECE in diagnosing BE [40] , subsequent studies revealed suboptimal and conflicting results [41] . In a meta-analysis of 9 studies comprising a total of 618 patients [42] , the pooled sensitivity and specificity of ECE was 77 and 86%, respectively. While ECE is safe, non-invasive, and does not require sedation [43] , it was not cost-effective when compared to standard endoscopy [44] , and hence, it is not currently recommended for BE screening. A modified ECE with a string attached to allow for controlled movement up and down the esophagus has been evaluated. While this device is less costly because it is re-usable, its sensitivity and specificity was 78.3 and 82.8%, respectively [45] . Therefore, its accuracy remains suboptimal for use in screening.
Unsedated transnasal endoscopy (TNE) has been shown to be an accurate alternative to standard endoscopy for the diagnosis of BE [13, 46, 47] . Moreover, a recent systematic review and meta-analysis reported equivalent technical success rates to SE [48] . The pooled difference in proportion of patients who preferred TNE over EGD was 63% (95% confidence interval [CI], 49.0-76.0, 10 studies), and acceptability was high for TNE with 85.2% (95% CI, 79.1-89.9; 16 studies) of patients willing to undergo the procedure again in the future if needed [48] . However, the currently available TNE devices require dedicated endoscopy suites with specialized equipment and reprocessing facilities. This could hamper their use for widespread screening. More recently, EndoSheath® technology (Vision-Sciences Inc., Orangeburg, New York) has been developed. It utilizes a disposable silicone sheath that covers the scope obviating the need for disinfection and utilizes a more compact processing system allowing for easy portability. This technology was utilized for mobile community and hospital-based screening in a recent prospective randomized populationbased study [14••] . The authors reported comparable clinical effectiveness, safety, and participation rates to SE using the EndoSheath®. This approach was associated with substantially reduced direct and indirect costs when used for community screening of BE [49] . Another promising device is the EG Scan® (Intromedic Ltd., Seoul, South Korea), which incorporates a disposable probe omitting the need for disinfection. It is highly compact and portable and therefore can also potentially be used in the community. The feasibility, accuracy, and performance characteristics of the EG Scan was recently evaluated in an international multicenter case-control study using SE as the reference standard [50] . Sensitivity and specificity of EG scan for BE diagnosis was 89.4% (95% CI 83.3-95.6) and 90.3% (95% CI 84-96.7), respectively. Sensitivity was superior for long-segment BE (93%). The test was feasible, safe, and well tolerated [50] . TNE can also be performed successfully by physician extenders reducing operator costs [51] . These technologies are promising but further studies are needed to evaluate their feasibility and cost-effectiveness for BE screening in the community.
Volumetric laser endomicroscopy (VLE) is a new-generation optical coherence tomography that produces high-resolution cross-sectional images of the esophagus. A tethered capsule endomicroscopy device has been recently developed [52] . It enables the comprehensive assessment of subsurface microstructures that cannot be visualized by endoscopy. In a small, proof-of-principle study in seven healthy and six BE patients, endomicroscopic images of the esophageal mucosa, could distinguish between patients with and without BE [52] . The training required to conduct the procedure is minimal. It can be performed in a primary care physician's office. It can be retrieved and disinfected, therefore reducing the cost, making it potentially feasible for large population screening, but data on its performance in this setting are still awaited.
Hence, in the last few years, several new and promising techniques for BE screening which are potentially acceptable, reasonably accurate, widely applicable, and potentially cost-effective have emerged (Fig. 1 ). Further refinement and comparative evaluation of these technologies are required before the issue of the most optimal screening tool can be addressed.
Recent developments: who to screen?
The absence of a well-defined target population remains one of the major challenges to screening. While GERD symptoms are the strongest risk factor for BE and EAC, with a 5-and 8-fold increase in risk, respectively [54, 55] , prevalence rates of 14.9, 25, and 45% for BE have been reported in patients who were asymptomatic for GERD [56] [57] [58] . This indicates that one cannot rely solely on the presence of GERD as a selection criterion. Moreover, the target population will be very large due to the high prevalence of GERD in Western populations (15-20%) [59] .
Additional risk factors for developing BE include male sex, Caucasian race, age greater than 50 years, central obesity, smoking, and family history [60] . The median age of diagnosis is 60 years and prevalence increases with age [61] . In a recent modeling study, the authors estimated the symptom-, age-, and sexspecific incidences of EAC and compared these figures to other cancers for which screening is endorsed, namely, colorectal and breast cancer [62] . The projected incidence of EAC in women with GERD was estimated to be comparable to that of breast cancer in men, and hence, the value of screening in women was questioned. Indeed, recent recommendations do not suggest screening for BE in women [18] .
Central adiposity (measured as visceral adipose tissue area, increased waisthip ratio, or waist/abdominal circumference) rather than BMI has also been implicated in the pathogenesis of BE [63] . The association between central adiposity and BE has been consistently demonstrated in several studies (OR, 1.98; 95% CI, 1.52-2.57) independent of BMI and symptomatic GERD [64] . Central obesity is also strongly associated with EAC, and the effects may be mediated by reflux-independent and dependent mechanisms [64] . Family history of BE or EAC is also linked with an increased risk of BE, and up to 28% of first-degree relatives of patients with EAC or dysplastic BE have BE [65] . A recent large genome-wide association study (GWAS) identified genetic variants associated with BE risk at two loci: one at chromosome 16q24 (OR 1.14, 95%CI 1.10-1.19) and another on chromosome 6p21 (OR 1.21, 95%CI 1.13-1.28). The closest protein-coding gene to this chromosome was FOXF1, which is a transcription factor involved in esophageal development and structure [66] . MSR1, ASCC1, and CTHRC1 gene germline mutations have also been connected with BE and EAC [67] . Patients with BE are significantly more likely to have ever smoked compared to population-based controls (OR 1.67; 95% CI 1.04-2.67) or GERD controls (OR 1.61; 95% CI 1.33-1.96).
In an attempt to increase the yield from screening, BE risk prediction scores have been developed for use as inexpensive pre-selection tool for screening. So far, six models with different sets of predictors have been published [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] . Thrift et al. [68] initially evaluated a large number of putative risk factors in a case-control study with external validation. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) was 0.70 and 0.61 in the derivation and validation groups, respectively. The accuracy was further improved in a subsequent model with the addition of serum biomarkers [69] . The combination of the multi-biomarker risk score model with a demographic and clinical feature model (based on GERD frequency and duration, age, sex, race, waist-to-hip ratio, and H. pylori status) was significantly more accurate at predicting the presence of BE compared to a combination of the risk score with a model based on GERD frequency and duration alone (AUROC 0.85 vs. 0.74; p = 0.01).
Another modestly accurate model is the online Michigan Barrett's Esophagus pREdiction Tool (M-BERET) (http://mberet.umms.med.umich.edu/). This model was based on a population of colonoscopy screenees who consented to a study endoscopy and included four variables (weekly GERD, age, waist-to-hip ratio, and pack-years of cigarette smoking). It performed better (AUROC = 0.72) than a model with reflux parameters alone (AUROC = 0.61, p G 0.001) [70] . This model has recently been validated in four other populations [74] . A recent model derived from a random population-based cohort of subjects from Table 1 . Medical society guidelines on currently accepted demographics for BE screening [15] [16] [17] [18] Society (year) Demographic profile to be considered for screening ACG (2016) Male with either 9 5 years of GERD or 9 weekly GERD symptoms AND ≥ 2 other risk factors: age 9 50 years, central obesity (waist circumference 9 102 cm or WHR 9 0.9), Caucasian race, active/history of smoking, first-degree-relative with BE or EAC. Screening in females not recommended unless multiple risk factors are present BSG (2014) GERD and at least three risk factors (age 9 50 years, Caucasian race, male sex, and obesity); threshold lowered in those with family history ASGE (2012) Male sex, white race, age 9 50 years, chronic GERD, family history of BE, smoking, and obesity AGA (2011) Male sex, white race, age 9 50 years, chronic GERD, hiatal hernia, obesity ACG American College of Gastroenterology, BSG British Society of Gastroenterology, ASGE American Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy, AGA American Gastroenterological Association, GERD gastroesophageal reflux symptoms, WHR waist-to-hip ratio, BE Barrett's esophagus, EAC esophageal adenocarcinoma
Olmsted County undergoing screening for BE reported an AUROC of 0.71 [71] . None of the available models are currently recommended for clinical use given the need for further refinement and definition of a threshold for screening. Further refinement and modifications may be needed to increase AUROC values to perhaps more than 0.90, which may be a more optimal threshold for widespread adoption into clinical practice. Recent Gastroenterology society recommendations outlining criteria for screening are listed in Table 1 . These recommendations need to be carefully weighed on a case-by-case basis taking into account patient's co-morbidities, performance status, and after careful discussion of the pros and cons of screening.
Summary and future directions
Despite recent advances, several challenges to BE screening remain. With regard to tools for screening, the capsule sponge and TNE are the most studied in both the community and secondary care settings. Larger community-based trials are currently ongoing using these techniques. Comparative data on participation rates and patient preferences are needed to determine best approaches for BE screening. Data on novel portable and disposable TNE techniques are also promising, but further data on its feasibility for use in the community as well as its cost-effectiveness is needed. Furthermore, its acceptance by physicians remains low [75] . Novel non-invasive biomarkers identifiable in blood, saliva, and breath would be ideal for widespread application, but they are currently in the early stages of research. In order to reduce the number of "missed" patients in a screening program, BE risk prediction models with high sensitivity are needed to be used as an inexpensive pre-selection tool for screening. The accuracy of current models is unlikely to be sufficient for widespread clinical use (AUROC 0.6-0.85). Furthermore, these scoring tools require external validation in unselected Fig. 2 . Proposed approach to reducing incidence and mortality from EAC. (Reproduced with permission from Sami SS, et al. [53] . Copyright Elsevier). BE Barrett's esophagus, EAC esophageal adenocarcinoma, GERD gastroesophageal reflux disease, HGD highgrade dysplasia, LGD low-grade dysplasia, LSBE long-segment Barrett's esophagus, TNE transnasal endoscopy.
populations, testing in females, and likely addition of other circulating biomarkers. Iterative refinements of such models combined with a simple screening test may potentially make screening for BE more cost-effective. As a result, it is likely that the use of prediction models based on multiple risk factors will emerge as the means of identifying at-risk populations for BE and EAC.
Any screening program is likely to result in an increased workload and downstream costs to the healthcare systems which are challenging to justify. The best approach for management of screening-diagnosed patients with NDBE remains unclear, particularly as the majority does not progress to cancer. Performing routine endoscopic surveillance in those subjects will likely lead to escalating costs potentially without substantial benefit. Therefore, markers and models to predict individuals at increased risk of progression to EAC are needed. Ideally, subjects with a low risk of progression could be discharged from surveillance while those at a higher risk could be placed in intensive surveillance with advanced imaging or offered ablation to decrease the risk of developing EAC. A conceptual flow diagram outlining an approach to decrease the incidence of and mortality from EAC is presented in Fig. 2 . This represents a future vision of how this process could potentially be effective in reducing EAC incidence and mortality.
In summary, in addition to the several exciting advances, challenges to the widespread application of BE screening remain. Nevertheless, this area remains ripe for research, particularly focusing on the comprehensive evaluation of emerging minimally invasive and novel screening tools as well as deriving and validating BE and EAC risk prediction models.
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